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SPANISH 0025 
University of Pittsburgh 

Department of Hispanic Languages and Literatures 
SPRING 2019 

 

Instructor:  Meeting days and time:  

Email:  Location:  

Office hours place and time:   

 
Overview 
In this course, students will develop communicative competence at an advanced level through the use of listening 
and speaking skills in Spanish, which will allow them to converse with ease and confidence in communicative 
interactions. They will have to demonstrate an advanced knowledge of reading and writing competence 
in Spanish at the level through reading activities and compositions assignments that will require analytical 
and critical skills.  Students will be introduced to the various aspects of the writing process and will practice 
writing in a variety of subjects and styles. The course takes a process-oriented approach to writing. That is, we 
will work on the basis of a draft/peer review/feedback/revision plan. 
 
Pre-requisite 
Students must have taken SPAN 0004 with a grade of C or higher, or have taken the placement test (online and 
interview components) and have been placed into SPAN 0020. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
1.   Students who will enter Spanish 0025 will have the ability to create with the language when talking 
about familiar topics related to everyday life. They will be able to recombine learned material to express personal 
meaning and produce sentence-level language ranging from discrete sentences to string of sentences, most of 
the time using different time frames. During the course of the semester, students will have a chance to practice 
the four skills (reading, writing, speaking, and listening) with a very strong focus on the writing process. 
2.   By the end of the semester, students in Spanish 0025 will have developed a very strong ability to write and 
edit their own work. They will be able to write long and well-articulated paragraphs and will be able to make 
successful use of cohesive devises. In addition, they will be able to support their opinions providing detailed 
examples and information and they will be able to elaborate hypothesis and abstract ideas.  They will have full 
ability to narrate and describe in all major time frames providing full and detailed account of facts. 
 
General Education Requirement Goals: This course fulfills one or more general education 
requirements: 

C. Language. A Sequence of Two Courses in a Second Language. 
All students are required to complete with a grade of C- or better two terms of university-level study in a 
second language other than English. Exemptions will be granted to students who can demonstrate 
elementary proficiency in a second language through one of the following: 

1. Having completed three years of high school study of a second language with a grade of B or 
better in each course; 
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2. Passing a special proficiency examination; 
3. Transferring credits for two terms or more of approved university-level instruction in a second 

language with grades of C or better; 
4. Having a native language other than English.  

 
 
Your role  
Much of the responsibility for learning a language falls on you, the student. To derive the utmost benefit 
from this class, daily attendance is essential. We invite you to take advantage of the possibility of practicing the 
language in class. Attendance to each session is required. You are expected to come to class well prepared and 
ready to participate. This means to study the “temario del día” (second column of the calendar) in the syllabus 
before each class and to hand in on time what is indicated in the section “para entregar” (third column of the 
calendar), in addition to any assignment that your instructor might require you to complete. 
 
Required Texts and Materials 
Canon, Paula y Guillermo Bleichman. Taller de escritores. Grammar and Composition for Advanced Spanish. 2nd ed. 
(2016) Boston: Vista Higher Learning, Student Edition with Supersite Plus Code. 

In addition to the book, each student must purchase the access to the companion website, the  Supersite. Buying 
a used textbook and separate access to this website may costs more than purchasing a new textbook package at 
the University Book Center or directly from the publisher. 
The new textbook package can also be purchased from the university bookstore or directly from the publisher at 
http://vistahigherlearning.com/students/store/taller-de-escritores-2nd-edition.html 
Please, note that at the bookstore you have two options for the book: 
1. Loose-leaf version: ISBN: 978-1-68004-013-5 
2. Hard-copy: ISBN: 978-1-68004-012-8 
At the publisher’s webstore you only have the Hard-copy option. You are free to buy whichever you prefer. 
Packages purchased directly from the publisher’s website will receive free ground shipping anywhere in the 
U.S. and your Supersite access code will be emailed to you immediately after purchase. Students who choose to 
purchase a used textbook will still need to purchase separately the necessary Supersite access code at the 
website listed above. The required Supersite access code for used book purchases is: Taller de escritores Supersite 
Plus Code ISBN: 978-1-68004-008-1.  Please, be reminded that it is mandatory to have the access to the Supersite 
in order to complete the homework portion of this course. 
 
Resources for the class 
• Spanish Club: the Spanish Club provides many opportunities for native and heritage Spanish speakers, 

students learning Spanish, or those interested in the language and cultures.  Some of the events that 
the Spanish Club sponsors are: Mesas de Conversación/Conversation Tables, Movie Nights/Noche de Cine, 
etc. 

• Mesas de Conversación with the Spanish Club will be held on the following dates and places: 
Tuesdays from 7-8pm at the William Pitt Union 
Wednesdays from 7-8pm at the William Pitt Union  
(Room location changes every week) 
For more information, please check www.facebook.com/groups/pittspanishclub or contact the 
Spanish Club at pittspanishclub@gmail.com. 

http://vistahigherlearning.com/students/store/taller-de-escritores-2nd-edition.html
http://www.facebook.com/groups/pittspanishclub
mailto:pittspanishclub@gmail.com
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• Robert Henderson Language Media Center:   the RHLMC “supports the use of technology to enhance language 
learning. We are dedicated to serving the entire community of language learners at the University of 
Pittsburgh.”  In: G-17 Cathedral of Learning, http://www.polyglot.pitt.edu. 
• The Spanish Writing Center (1302B, Cathedral of Learning): The instructors at the Writing Center are available 
for grammar or writing related questions. At the beginning of the semester, your instructor will post the hours 
of the Center in Blackboard. The business hours of the Writing Center are also posted on the door of the 
Center. 
 
***This course is taught entirely in Spanish *** 
 
Assessment Components: Testing procedures will be representative of the type of instruction, content 
and practice offered in this course. The assessment components for this course are: 

 
Participation and classwork: 10% 
Quizzes:     5% 
Homework:   10% 
Journals (5):   15% 
Compositions (3):  15% 
Academic Essay  10% 
Written Exams (2):  15% 
Final Exam:   20% 
 
 
Participation and classwork: 
This course requires active classroom participation as well as out-of-class preparation. Participation takes 
into account your willingness to participate in class, your cooperation and positive impact in your group 
and pair work, your respect and attitude toward your peers and instructor, your use of Spanish, and your 
ability to complete activities and tasks in class. To be successful, your instructor expects that you come to 
class prepared in order to be able to complete different types of learning activities. Note that your instructor 
may assign extra homework or give you unannounced short quizzes on the assigned material for the day 
to assess your preparation for class.  
In order to reflect on your own participation in class, you will be asked to complete a Self-Evaluation Form 
for Class Participation (included in this syllabus). At the same time, your instructor will assign you a 
participation grade based on the criteria on the Self-Evaluation Form.  He/she might add comments and 
suggestions on how to improve your participation in class.  
Remember that your active involvement is essential to your success this class. Simply coming to class is 
not enough. 
 
Homework: 
Throughout the course, there will be weekly homework assigned by your professor. The homework 
activities prepare you to attain the most benefit from the activities and help you to monitor your own 
progress in the learning of the language. Homework is a great opportunity to reinforce the learning of the 
contents studied in class. Your instructor will assign several homework assignments during the course of 
each chapter. These assignments can be online, your instructor may ask you to do them in writing and to 
hand them in or can be corrected orally in class.  

http://www.polyglot.pitt.edu/
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Compositions  
You will write three (3) compositions.  The compositions must be typed in Times New Roman, double 
spaced, 12 pt. font; in addition, they must have typed accents (á, é, í, ó, ú, ü, ñ), and symbols (¡!, ¿?). As 
reference on how to type Spanish accents and symbols, you can use the document How to Type Spanish 
accents and symbols on your Keyboard (included at the end of this syllabus). 
Compositions should be submitted via email and you should also bring a printed copy to class.  
No late compositions will be accepted without appropriate written documentation. 
The topic of each composition will be provided by your instructor. For the Final Essay, you will write an 
outline and you will submit two drafts. You will also do in a class a brief (2-3 min.) oral presentation of 
the topic of your essay. 
 
This grade has two components: composition submission (80%) and its corrections (20%). 
 
Composition: 80% 
Composition + Corrections: 20% 
 
After your composition is graded, you should incorporate those comments in order to get the remaining 
20% of the grade. If you do not submit the corrections, you will not get this 20%. 
 
Remember: all this is not about having a perfect composition. It is rather an exercise to develop a monitor 
of your own mistakes, so you can gradually learn to correct yourself and, eventually, not make mistakes 
anymore. Each time you hand in a new document, you must include all the previous documents (revisions) 
as well or your instructor will not be able to grade it.  
The final grade of each composition will be calculated following the Grading Criteria to Evaluate 
Compositions [two drafts] (included at the end of this syllabus). 
 
Final Academic Essay: 
You will write a 3-4 pages final essay. The idea behind this final essay is to provide you with an opportunity 
to write an academic essay, where you will make an analytic reflection related to a Hispanic cultural 
phenomenon. In this essay you will make a thesis about a topic of your interest, and you will need to find 
evidence (based on scholar sources) to support your thesis.  
You will work on the final essay in several phases. Related-detailed information will be provided by your 
instructor. The essay must be submitted through turnitin.com, an anti-plagiarism website. The Class ID 
as well as the enrollment password to log into this website will be given to you in class. Your instructor 
may decide to grade your essay online or he/she may request that, in addition to submitting the essay to 
the website, you turn in a hard copy as well.  
The essay must follow MLA or APA standards. Points will be deducted if the essay does not follow these 
standards. 
 
Diario - Journals (Diario blogs): 
There will be five (5) journal entries throughout the semester. The journals will be on the format of a 
blog. The idea behind these journals is to provide you with an additional opportunity to express your 
thoughts in Spanish. A journal should give you more freedom than a composition and it is the perfect 
tool to acquire fluency of expression by focusing on content and vocabulary more than on form. Entries 
must be handed in on the days indicated in the syllabus. Entries should be between 300 and 400 words, 
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and they should reflect structures and vocabulary items learned in class. 
You will work on each of these diario blogs in two phases: in phase I: you will upload your entry in the 
CourseWeb (blog) that your instructor will create for the class on the dates indicated in the syllabus. In 
phase II you will reply (or make comments) to at least 3 of your classmates' blogs on the dates indicated 
in the syllabus. Make sure to follow the requirements given by your instructor.  
The journals must be typed in Times New Roman, doubled spaced, 12 pt. font; in addition, they must 
have typed accents (á, é, í, ó, ú, ü, ñ), and symbols (¡!, ¿?). As reference on how to type Spanish accents 
and symbols, you can use the document How to Type Spanish accents and symbols on your keyboard 
(included at the end of this syllabus). Your instructor will deduct points if any of these symbols are written 
by hand or if the format of the journal is incorrect (e.g. if the composition is not double spaced, if it is 
not 12 pt., etc. etc.). All the journals must be submitted through CourseWeb,  Your instructor may decide 
to grade your journal online or he/she may request that, in addition to submitting the journal to the blog 
folder on CourseWeb, you turn in a hard copy as well.  Points will be deducted if the entries are less  
than  300  words,  have  words  in  English,  grammatical  errors,  incomprehensible  or  unclear 
sentences. Journals will be evaluated following Grading Criteria to Evaluate Written Journals (included 
at the end of this syllabus).  No late journals  will  be  accepted  without  appropriate  written  
documentation.  Your instructor will provide the topic of the journals. 
 
In addition to the instructions provided in the previous pages and the guidelines that you can find in 
this syllabus after the calendar, to prepare and review your compositions and journals you are also 
encouraged to refer to the pages 208-209 of Taller de escritores (“Lista de revisión para ensayos”). 
 
Written Exams and Quizzes: 
There will be two written tests during the course of this semester on the dates noted on the calendar. 
Each exam will cover material from the textbook, the homework, class activities and discussions. Your 
instructor will also administer several quizzes. Quizzes are not announced in the syllabus; make sure you 
follow instructors’ announcements regarding quizzes.  
 
Final exam: 
The final exam is cumulative. Make ups will only be granted to students who have a direct conflict or who 
have more than two exams in a day (so Spanish is their third exam of the day). If you belong to one of 
these two categories and you wish to request a make-up, you must present to your instructor a copy of the 
people soft print out of your final exam schedule as proof of conflict. No make ups will be granted without 
proof of conflict. Early departures or previous travel arrangements will not be accepted as valid cause to 
grant a make-up.  
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COURSE POLICIES and RESOURCES 
Attendance Policy 
Because of the communicative nature of this course, it is essential to come to class regularly. Attendance 
is mandatory and will be reflected in the final grade.  With the exception of absences due to officially 
documented university-related activities, university-recognized religious observances, or serious illness, you 
are permitted to miss three (3) classes. On your fourth absence, and after each additional absence, you will 
lose one whole percentage (1%) from your final grade. So, if your final grade is an 87% and you missed 
class five times, your final grade will be 85%. Arriving late and leaving early (10 minutes or more) will 
result in half an absence for the day. 
In case of documented absences, you have two class periods from the day you returned to class to submit 
to your instructor the original document excusing the absence. Exceptional cases of prolonged absences 
will be reviewed on an individual basis by your instructor and the coordinator. 
Absence from class is not an excuse for the late submission of work. Assignments must be turned in on 
time or they may not be accepted. If you must miss a class, it is your responsibility to check the syllabus 
and/or blackboard for missed assignments. 
Finally, do not make any travel plans without checking your syllabus. Preexisting travel plans will not be 
considered a reasonable cause for missing class, assignments, exams, and/or to schedule a make-up exam.    
 
Academic Integrity Policy on Cheating and Plagiarism:  
Cheating/plagiarism will not be tolerated. Students suspected of violating the University of Pittsburgh 
Policy on Academic Integrity, from the February 1974 Senate Committee on Tenure and Academic 
Freedom reported to the Senate Council, will be required to participate in the outlined procedural process 
as initiated by the instructor. A minimum sanction of a zero score for the quiz or exam will be imposed. 
To allow someone else to pass your written work as his/her own is another form of the same crime, 
punishable in the same way. In addition, students submitting their own work complete or partially from 
previous classes will be asked to resubmit another original work, and this new submitted document will be 
graded over 83% (B). 
The use of artificial or human translators for your work is strictly prohibited! Students using either 
computer or human translators for their compositions or homework will automatically receive an F for 
the papers in question. 
 
Grading scale:  
A+  98-100%  B+  87-89%   C+  77-79%   D+   67-69% 
A    93-97%  B    83-86%   C    73-76%  D     63-66% 
A-   90-92%  B-  80-82%   C-   70-72%  D-    60-62% 
 
Other Grades: 
• W Grades:  Students who wish to withdraw from an undergraduate A&S course without penalty or 

credit must complete a Monitored Withdrawal form. These forms are available in the A&S-US 
Associate Dean's Office, 140 Thackeray Hall.  Freshmen are required to talk with an advisor or 
assistant dean before they withdraw from any of their courses. W grades for students who have officially 
withdrawn will be automatically entered on the grade roster at the end of the term. Only a student 
may request a W grade. 

• S/NC Grade option: Under this option, a student who does satisfactory work (a grade of C or better) 
in a course receives the grade of S. If the student's work is not satisfactory (a grade of C- or lower), the 
grade of NC (for no credit) is given. Courses for which S grades are earned are counted toward 
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graduation but are not computed in the GPA. Courses for which NC grades are earned are not counted 
toward graduation because the NC designates that no credit was earned. In order to take a class with 
the S/NC grade option, a student must have selected the S/NC option, by completing a Grade 
Option/Audit Request form in the associate dean's office, 140 Thackeray Hall. 

• G Grades:  G grades should be given only when students who have been attending a course regularly 
and have been making regular progress are prevented by extenuating circumstances beyond their 
control from completing a small part of the course. A&S requires that G grades be completed within 
the next term (or, in the case of students who are not in attendance the following term, within one 
year). G grades are granted only when there is a legitimate, extenuating reason for not completing a 
very small part the course work. 

 
 
Disability Resources and Services:  
If you have a disability for which you are or may be requesting an accommodation, you are encouraged to 
contact both your instructor and the Office of Disability Resources and Services (DRS), 140 William Pitt 
Union, 412-648-7890 or drsrecep@pitt.edu, 412-228-5347 (for P3 ASL users), as early as possible in the 
term. DRS will verify your disability and determine reasonable accommodations for this course.  
 
The E-mail Communication Policy:  
Each student is issued a University e-mail address (username@pitt.edu) upon admittance. This e-mail 
address may be used by the University for official communication with students. Students are expected to 
read e-mail sent to this account at least every 24 hours except during the weekend. Failure to read and 
react to University communications in a timely manner does not absolve the student from knowing and 
complying with the content of the communications. The University provides an e-mail forwarding service 
that allows students to read their e-mail via other service providers (e.g., Hotmail, AOL, Yahoo). Students 
that choose to forward their e-mail from their pitt.edu address to another address do so at their own risk. 
If e-mail is lost as a result of forwarding, it does not absolve the student from responding to official 
communications sent to their University e-mail address. To forward e-mail sent to your University account, 
go to http://accounts.pitt.edu, log into your account, click on Edit Forwarding Addresses, and follow the 
instructions on the page. Be sure to log out of your account when you have finished. (For the full E-mail 
Communication Policy, go to www.bc.pitt.edu/policies/policy/09/09-10-01.html.)  
Turnitin:  
Students agree that by taking this course all required papers may be subject to submission for textual 
similarity review to Turnitin.com for the detection of plagiarism. All submitted papers will be included as 
source documents in the Turnitin.com reference database solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of 
such papers. Use of Turnitin.com page service is subject to the Usage Policy and Privacy Pledge posted on 
the Turnitin.com site. 
OMETs: 
The Department of Hispanic Languages & Literatures greatly values student feedback. The OMET online 
evaluations are the primary tool we use to assess instructors and evaluate courses. These evaluations are 
used to develop and improve curricular design and instructional efficacy. In addition, OMETs are shared 
with upper level administration when deciding on promotion, awards, tenure, etc.  We thank you for 
taking the time to provide thoughtful and constructive feedback.  Whether in the Language Media Center 
or in the regular classroom, OMETs will be conducted during class time towards the end of the semester; 
however, students may opt to complete the OMET online after the link becomes live 
on my.pitt.edu.  There is no penalty for students who opt not to take the OMET. 
 Some other Important Class Policies: 

mailto:drsrecep@pitt.edu
http://accounts.pitt.edu/
http://www.bc.pitt.edu/policies/policy/09/09-10-01.html
http://my.pitt.edu/
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 Any behavior considered disruptive or that does not contribute positively to the learning 
environment of the classroom will be sanctioned as stated in the Student Code of Conduct.   

 All cellular phones must be turned off during class time.  
 No food is allowed in the classroom. 

Final note:  
Try to resolve any problems that might arise with your instructor. If, after having done this, you feel the 
problem has not been solved, you may contact the Spanish Language Program Director:

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: This syllabus is accurate and complete. However, the language 
coordinators/instructors reserve the right to make adjustments, if the situation requires to do so.   

  

Prof. Dolores Lima, Ph.D. 
Spanish Language Program Director 
dlima@pitt.edu 

mailto:dlima@pitt.edu
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Calendario del Curso – SPRING 2019 
FECHA TEMARIO DEL DÍA 

(REVISAR EN CASA ANTES DE CLASE) 
PARA ENTREGAR 

Semana 1: lunes 7 de enero – viernes 11 de enero, 2019 
Lunes 7 de enero Introducción al curso. 

Diagnostic Questionnaire. 
 

Miércoles 9 de enero 

 

LECCIÓN 1: LA DESCRIPCIÓN 
Léxico. Vocabulario para describir, págs. 7-8. 
Taller A: La descripción de lugares y objetos, 
págs. 22-25. 

 

Viernes 11 de enero Preparar “Platero y yo”, págs. 4-6. 
Estructuras. The present tense; ser and estar, 
págs. 11-13. 

 

Semana 2: lunes 14 de enero – viernes 18 de enero, 2019 
Lunes 14 de enero Léxico. Expresiones de percepción sensorial, 

págs. 9-10. 
Taller B: La descripción de personas, págs. 26-28. 

Diario 1 

Miércoles 16 de enero Estructuras. Prepositions, págs. 14-15 
Taller C: La comparación, pág. 29 

Diario 1, comments to 
classmates’ journals. 

Viernes 18 de enero 
(Add/drop period ends) 

Estructuras. Adjectives, págs. 16-18. 
 

 

Semana 3: lunes 21 de enero – viernes 25 de enero, 2019 
Lunes 21 de enero Martin Luther King’s birthday observance.  

No classes 
 

Miércoles 23 de enero LECCIÓN 2: LA NARRACIÓN 
Preparar “La siesta del martes” págs. 34-41. 
 

Composición 1 
 

Viernes 25 de enero Léxico. Expresiones de tiempo, págs. 44-45.  
Semana 4: lunes 28 de enero – viernes 1 de febrero, 2019 

Lunes 28 de enero Taller de edición: Cómo editar las  
}composiciones  
Ortografía y Puntuación. Puntuación I, págs. 19 -
21. 

 

Miércoles 30 de enero Taller A: La narración de un evento, págs. 58-60. 
Estructuras. Narrating in the past, págs. 46-49. 

 

Viernes 1 de febrero Léxico. Ampliar el vocabulario: ser, estar, haber, 
hacer, ir y venir, págs. 42-43. 

Composición 1,  
correcciones.    

Semana 5: lunes 4 de febrero – viernes 8 de febrero, 2019 
Lunes 4 de febrero Estructuras. Adjectival relative clauses, págs. 50-52. Diario 2 
Miércoles 6 de febrero Ortografía y Puntuación. Acentuación II: Casos 

especiales, págs. 53-54. 
Taller B: El relato periodístico, págs. 61-63. 

Diario 2, comments to 
classmates’ journals. 

Viernes 8 de febrero Repaso para el Examen.  
Semana 6: lunes 11 de febrero – viernes 15 de febrero, 2019 
Lunes 11 de febrero Examen 1: Capítulo 1 y 2.  
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Miércoles 13 de febrero LECCIÓN 3: EL ENSAYO NARRATIVO 
Preparar “Una bandera rota y embarrada”, págs. 
72-76. 
Léxico. Las conjunciones, págs. 77-78. 

Composición 2. 

Viernes 15 de febrero Estructuras. Passive constructions, págs. 81-84.  
Semana 7: lunes 18 de febrero – viernes 22 de febrero, 2019 
Lunes 18 de febrero Taller A: La narración de un evento histórico, 

págs. 92-95. 
Diario 3. 

Miércoles 20 de febrero Estructuras. The future and the conditional, págs. 
85-87. 

Diario 3, comments to 
classmates’ journals. 

Viernes 22 de febrero Taller C: Editorial, págs. 99-101.  
Semana 8: lunes 25 de febrero – viernes 1 de marzo, 2019 
Lunes 25 de febrero Ortografía y Puntuación. Acentuación III: 

Los diptongos y los hiatos, págs. 88-89. 
Ortografía y Puntuación. Las citas, págs. 90-91. 

Composición 2, 
correcciones. 

Miércoles 27 de febrero LECCIÓN 4: LA EXPOSICIÓN 
Preparar “La generación de los mil euros”, págs. 
104-110. 

 

Viernes 1 de marzo Léxico. Expresiones de transición, págs. 111-112. 
 

Participación 2. 

Semana 9: lunes 4 de marzo – viernes 8 de marzo, 2019 
Lunes 4 de marzo Estructuras. The subjunctive, págs. 116-121. Composición 3. 

 
Miércoles 6 de marzo Estructuras. Infinitives and participles, págs. 122-

125. 
 

Viernes 8 de marzo 
(Deadline to submit Monitored 
Withdrawal forms to Dean’s office) 

Taller C: El ensayo académico, págs. 204-208. 
Instrucciones y lluvia de ideas para el Ensayo 
Académico. 
Léxico. El lenguaje académico, (Primera parte págs. 
182-184). 

 
 
 

Semana 10: lunes 11 de marzo – viernes 15 de marzo, 2019 - Spring break  No classes 
Lunes 11 de marzo Spring Break: no hay clases  
Miércoles 13 de marzo Spring Break: no hay clases  
Viernes 15 de marzo Spring Break: no hay clases  
Semana 11: lunes 18 de marzo – viernes 22 de marzo, 2019 
Lunes 18 de marzo Léxico. Cognados falsos, págs. 147-148. Composición 3, 

correcciones 
Miércoles 20 de marzo Repaso para el Examen.  

 
Viernes 22 de marzo Examen 2: Capítulo 3 y 4.  

Semana 12: lunes 25 de marzo – viernes 29 de marzo, 2019 
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Lunes 25 de marzo Léxico. El lenguaje académico, (Segunda parte: 
material extra). 
Academic Essay workshop: Peer review in class 
outline. 

Academic Essay: 
Outline 

Miércoles 27 de marzo LECCIÓN 5: LA ARGUMENTACIÓN  
Preparar “La civilización del espectáculo”, págs. 
142-146. 

Diario 4. 
 

Viernes 29 de marzo 

 

Estructuras. Other uses of se, págs. 154-156. 
 
 

Diario 4, comments to 
classmates’ journals. 

Semana 13: lunes 1 de abril –viernes 5 de abril, 2019  

Lunes 1 de abril Taller A: El ensayo argumentativo, págs. 162-164 
Léxico. Verbos seguidos de preposición, págs. 
151-153. 

 

Miércoles 3 de abril Estructuras. Si clauses, págs. 157-159.  
Viernes 5 de abril Academic Essay workshop: Peer review in class: 

Academic Essay first draft 
Ortografía y Puntuación.  
Notas y referencias bibliográficas, págs. 195-196. 

Academic Essay: first 
draft   

Semana 14: lunes 8 de abril –viernes 12 de abril, 2019 

Lunes 8 de abril LECCIÓN 6: EL ENSAYO ACADÉMICO 
Taller A: La crítica cinematográfica, págs. 197-199 
Léxico. Verbos y expresiones para indicar 
cambios, págs. 179-181. 

 

Miércoles 10 de abril Estructuras. Reported speech, págs. 191-194  

Viernes 12 de abril Estructuras.  Verbal  periphrases  and  modal  
verbs, págs. 187-190. 

Diario 5. 

Semana 15: lunes 15  de abril – viernes 19 de abril, 2019 
Lunes 15 de abril Presentaciones de temas de ensayos académicos 

 
Diario 5, comments to 
classmates’ journals. 
 

Miércoles 17  de abril Presentaciones de temas de ensayos académicos 
 

 

Viernes 19 de abril Repaso para el Examen Final. Academic Essay: final 
draft 

Final Exam: Thursday, April 26th 2019, time: 10am-11:50am; Room: TBA. 
This exam will be cumulative of ALL the following chapters of Taller de Escritores: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
Make-up exams will have to be personally arranged with instructor upon showing adequate proof of 
conflicts. 
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Grading Criteria to Evaluate Written Journals (Diario blog) (Spanish 0025) 
Name: __________________________ 
 

 

 

Content/Information Possible 
Points 

Earned 
Points 

Original,  Blog entry contains substantial information for reader. The entry addresses the focus question(s) 
completely. 

 

25-30  

Adequate information,  Blog entry contains enough information for reader. The entry addresses most of the focus 
question(s) 

 

19-24  

Ideas presented but not fully developed.  Blog entry contains minimal information for reader. The entry 
addresses some of the focus question(s). 

 

12-18  

Lack of evidence of familiarity with contents.  Blog entry contains insufficient information for reader. The entry 
does not address the focus question(s). 

 
1-11 

 

Organization  

Blog entry contains well-organized information. It has a clear and coherent structure. The use of transitions allows 
reading fluency. 

 

25-30  

Blog entry has good organization. However, some ideas may be underdeveloped. The entry shows some logical 
coherence, but ideas may be scattered or presented in a disorganized way. 

 

19-24  

Blog entry presents information in a disorganized way; It is somewhat difficult to read and, even though the main 
topic is clear, the supporting details are difficult to follow. 

 

12-18  

Blog entry has an unclear structure. Main idea is not clear. There is no cohesion between ideas presented.  
1-11 

 

Language use (Grammar and vocabulary)  

Information is clearly presented. There are no mistakes that might confuse the reader. Blog entry uses varied and 
appropriate vocabulary. Blog entry has good sentence structure. None or very few basic errors (agreement, tense, 
pronouns). 

 

19-25  

Information presented is clear for the most part. There might be some mistakes that might confuse the reader. Blog 
entry uses good and appropriate vocabulary. Entry uses appropriate sentence structure. Entry has some basic errors 
and some other errors with complex structures. 

 

13-18  

Information is not completely clear. There are several points that are hard to follow due to grammatical and/or 
lexical mistakes. Blog entry uses appropriate but not rich vocabulary. There are several incomprehensible sentences 
due to vocabulary and/or grammar. 

 

8-12  

Information is very hard to understand due to grammatical and/or lexical mistakes. Word choice is 
inappropriate; there is evidence of lack of vocabulary preparation. Grammatical mistakes affect 
communication of ideas. 

 
1-7 

 

Comments to classmates’ blogs    

Student completed the task according to instructions. Student replied to at least 3 of his/her classmates' blogs, and 
followed all requirements for the task (etiquette, number of words). 

10-15  

Student partially completed the task according to instructions. Student replied to some/all of the required 
classmates' blogs. Student followed most of the requirements for the task (etiquette, number of words).    
 

 

5-19  

Student minimally completed the task according to instructions. Student replied to fewer than 3 of classmates' blogs. 
Student followed only some of the requirements for the task (etiquette, number of words)   

 

1-4  

Student failed to complete the task. Student did not comment to classmates' blogs. Student did not follow the 
requirements for the task. (etiquette, number of words). 

      0  

 
FINAL GRADE 

 
/100 
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Criteria to write replies to diario blogs:  
 
Remember that you need to reply to at least 3 of your classmates' blogs.  
Replies need to be longer than one or two sentences. They should be about 70-80 words.   
Replies are NOT based on content nor grammar/vocabulary/organization  
Replies are a reaction to what the classmate wrote, or to a reply already made.   
 They usually answer the questions:  
 Do you agree/disagree with what the classmate wrote? 
 What do you know about the topic your classmate discussed? 
 Can you expand on what your classmate wrote? 
Replies need to be truthful but polite. You cannot use derogative or hurtful language in your replies.   
 

Criteria to write a peer review (Spanish 0025) 
 

When you are in a composition course, it is important that you learn how to evaluate other people’s 
writing as a way to further your own writing skills. To be a good reviewer, you have to be honest and 
accurate. This is a HUGE responsibility because your reactions will provide your peer with a sense of 
how well he or she has anticipated the needs of the reader. Your reactions will help to stimulate the 
rethinking and reviewing that the writer needs to do in order to improve his or her writing. At the 
beginning you may feel uncomfortable in this role: How can you make suggestions without hurting 
someone’s feelings? How can you suggest changes when you are still learning, too? Finally, how and 
what to write in a peer review? There is no perfect answer to these questions, but the following ideas 
may suggest possible alternatives.  

 
1. Evaluate as a reader, not a judge. 
Respond to the writing in terms of its effectiveness in achieving its purpose. Has the text’s content been 
selected and organized in a way as to achieve the writer’s purpose? Has the writer correctly gauged 
the reader’s purpose? Have the needs of the reader been taken into account? Is the text easy to read? Is 
it interesting? Is it worth reading? 
 
2. Be honest, be sensitive. 
In order to improve, the writer NEEDS to know what worked and what did not work. Your honest 
reaction to the text –what you found interesting, what you didn’t understand, what you needed more 
information about- is precisely the feedback that the writer needs. This kind of work is extremely helpful. 
On the other hand, NEVER forget what it feels like to be on the other side. As you make suggestions, 
keep in mind that the writer was also honestly working to communicate an  idea  or  feeling  that  he/she  
found  important.  Try to avoid using  a judgmental tone in your review. Be constructive, not destructive 
and emphasize the positive, whenever possible, honestly. 
 
3. Be systematic.  
Very soon, you will develop your own method, your own monitor for reviewing a written work. In the 
meantime, it will serve you well to use a guide to organize your remarks. Always start with an attempt 
to grasp the sense of the composition as a whole. Read the text quickly and all the way through, 
keeping in mind the notions of purpose and reader. Can you identify the focus of the text? What is 
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the text’s thesis? If you, as a reader, can’t answer these global questions –or if your interpretation of 
the main idea differs from what the writer intended- feedback on other aspects of the text is really 
premature. So, before you move onto your observations about grammar and vocabulary, double check 
if more basic changes are necessary –such as eliminating a paragraph altogether or rethinking its point. 
Careful! Do not use this suggestion to avoid commenting on a specific aspect of the composition or as 
an escape route because “you don’t know what to say”. Before recommending to a peer to eliminate a 
whole paragraph, make sure you have a good reason and you provide your peer with a solution. 
 
4. Be specific 
You can’t comment on someone else’s work just by saying “confusing”, “good”, “use another 
example”. These comments are insufficient and extremely unhelpful. Try to be more specific. How is 
the sentence confusing? What can your peer do about it? What would/could be a better example? 
How could he/she better connect two confusing sentences/paragraphs? 
 
 
5. Use a checklist. 
Once again, very soon you will have developed your own methodology to review a composition. In the 
meantime, you can use the following checklist to write your peer reviews. 
 

1. First impressions. 
a. What did you like best about this composition? 
b. What is the purpose? 
c. What is the thesis? 

 
2. More detail: Are there places  where… 
a. you want more information? 
b. the writer should add more detail? 
c. information is irrelevant to the thesis or purpose? 
d. supporting detail is… repetitive, uninteresting, unconvincing, particularly well chosen? 
e. the organization of the text is unclear? 
f. language or tone is inappropriate for purpose and audience? 
g. language is… incorrect, difficult to understand, ambiguous or confusing, repetitive, 
memorable or especially interesting? 

 
3. Summing up. 
a. Does the text achieve its purpose? 
b. What do you think needs the most revision? 
c. What suggestions do you have? 
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Grading Criteria to Evaluate Compositions (Spanish 0025) 

Name:  ___________________________________________ 

Composition    

Content/Information conveyed, organization  Possible 
Points 

Earned  
Points 

Original, good organization, focuses on the topic, Content precisely on target, and very complete 
information is provided. No missing information. Composition length is adequate to the level. 

24-28 
 

Adequate information, good presentation although some ideas not completely developed, or not well 
organized. Shows some logical coherence. 

18-23 
 

Ideas presented but not fully developed. Lack of supporting detail, or incorrect evidence provided. 
Ineffective order of presentation, somewhat disjointed organization. 

12-17 
 

Lack of evidence of familiarity with contents. Minimal information, lacking in substance. Poor 
transitions and unclear structure. 

1-11 
 

Vocabulary   
Varied vocabulary with use of appropriate rhetorical formulas.  Target vocabulary used extensively 
and well. No errors in target vocabulary, no use of borrowed words, and almost no word errors in 
general (<3, approx.). 

17-21 
 

Good vocabulary, appropriate rhetorical formulas. Target vocabulary used adequately but not 
sufficiently. Minimal number of word choice errors (<5), no use of foreign words. 

12-16 
 

Appropriate but not rich vocabulary. Basic vocabulary correct, but target vocabulary not well 
represented. Some word choice errors (<6) but no use of foreign words. 

8-11 
 

Use of foreign words, and other gaps. Abundance of word choice errors (>7). General evidence of 
lack of vocabulary preparation. 

1-7 
 

 Grammar   
Good sentence structure. No basic errors (agreement, tense, pronouns), and minimal amount (<3) of 
other errors. Work was well edited for grammar. 

17-21 
 

Appropriate sentence structure. No errors in word order. No agreement errors. Minimal other basic 
errors (<2). Some editing problems, and some other errors with complex structures (<5) 

12-16 
 

Problems with sentence structure and with basic (>5) and other grammatical errors (>7). Several 
incomprehensible sentences and some avoidance with native structures. 

8-11 
 

Difficult to comprehend due to the amount of grammatical errors. 
Abundance of basic (>7) and other grammatical errors (>7), and use of grammatical structures from 
other languages. 

 
1-7 
  

 

                                                                                                                                          
      TOTAL : 

 
            /70 

Corrections    
Includes all the corrections made to draft copy; and goes beyond the corrections to try to make a 
coherent and cohesive composition. 

20-30 
 

Includes some of the corrections indicated in the draft copy. The composition still has errors of 
grammar, vocabulary and content. 

11-19 
 

It does not include the corrections indicated in the draft copy. 0-10  
                                                                                                                                          

TOTAL: 
             

/30 
                                                                                                             

FINAL GRADE 
           

/100 
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Grading Criteria to Evaluate the Academic essay (Spanish 0025) 
 

ESQUEMA PEER REVIEW 10% Possible 
points 

Earned 
points 

The student provided a copy of the outline for peer review to his/her classmate on time. 2  
The outline was clearly, thoroughly and carefully reviewed. 2  
The student has provided examples to improve the outline. 2  
Provided honest but sensitive feedback, emphasizing the positive in a constructive (rather than destructive) way. 2  
The student wrote a text that was well organized, easy to understand and did not have vocabulary and grammar 
mistakes which would impede comprehension. 

 
2  

 
FIRST DRAFT 60% 

Possible 
points 

Earned 
points 

Thesis/Main Idea (15) 
The essay has an original and interesting thesis that is clearly, concisely and strongly presented. 12-15  

The essay has a solid thesis that is presented clearly and concisely, but could be expressed in a more interesting 
way. 

6-11  

The thesis is a little vague and could be presented in a cleared and more concise way. 1-5  

Thesis is not clear or not explicitly included. 0  

Arguments (15) 
All arguments are clearly linked to the main idea. 12-15  

Most of the arguments are clearly linked to the main idea (thesis). 6-11  

There are several mistakes that make the information presented to be unclear and hard to follow. The 
information is a summary rather than an analysis and/or the arguments are not linked to a main thesis. 

1-5  

Organization (10) 
Very good organization. Ideas are clearly separated into distinctive paragraphs, which are logically organized. 8-10  

Good organization. Most ideas are clearly separated into distinctive paragraphs, which are logically organized. 5-7  

Fair organization. The way the information is presented sometimes confuses the reader and is had to follow. 
Paragraphs are not logically organized. 

1-4  

Vocabulary and grammar 10 
Varied vocabulary with use of appropriate rhetorical formulas. Target vocabulary used extensively and well. 
Good sentence structure. Work was well edited for grammar. and citations are pertinent and help strengthen 

  

8-10  

Good vocabulary, appropriate rhetorical formulas. Target vocabulary used adequately but not sufficiently. 
Minimal basic errors. Some editing problems, and some other errors with complex structures. 

6-7  

Appropriate but not rich vocabulary. Basic vocabulary correct, but target vocabulary not well represented. 
Problems with sentence structure and with basic and other grammatical errors. Several 

        

3-5  

Use of foreign words, and other gaps. Abundance of word choice errors. Difficult to comprehend due to the 
amount of grammatical errors. 

0-2  

Bibliography (5)  
Bibliography included at least one academic article in Spanish. Bibliography is adequately included in the text 
and citations are pertinent and help strengthen the argument. 

4-5  

Bibliography included at least one academic article in Spanish. Works are generally adequately included in the 
text and most citations are pertinent and help strengthen the argument. 

2-3  

The bibliography does not include an academic work written in Spanish. Works cited do not help strengthen 
the main argment. 

0-2  
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Format (5) 
The essay follows the format required. It has the correct font, font size, spacing, etc. Citations are included as 
requested (MLA/APA format) and margins have not been tampered with. (2-inch margin) and citations are 
pertinent and help strengthen the argument. 

4-5  

The essay follows some of the format features required.  Citations are generally  included as requested 
(MLA/APA format) and margins have not been tampered with. (2-inch margin) 

2-3  

The essay does not follow the format features required.  Citations are not formatted (MLA/APA) and margins 
have been tampered with. 

0-2  

 
ESSAY PRESENTATION 10% 

Possible 
points 

Earned 
points 

The reason to select the topic is clearly explained during the presentation. The presentation does not exceed the 
allotted time. Questions from the audience are properly answered. 

2  

The topic and thesis are clearly presented. 2  

The presentation does not exceed the allotted time. 2  

The vocabulary and grammar are clear. 2  

Questions from the audience are properly addressed. 2  

FINAL DRAFT 20% Possible 
points 

Earned 
points 

Includes all the corrections made to draft copy; and goes beyond the corrections to try to make a coherent and 
cohesive composition. 

13-20  

Includes some of the corrections indicated in the draft copy. The composition still has errors of grammar, 
vocabulary and content. 

6-12  

It does not include the corrections indicated in the draft copy. 0-5  
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CLASS PARTICIPATION 
Name: ____________________________________    Date:    __________________ 

I.  Self-Evaluation form for class participation. Read the following questions and circle the number of points that 
best describe your performance in class:   

 
CRITERIA FOR CLASS PARTICIPATION 

Always or 
almost 
always:   

Often: 
 
 
 

Some 
times:  
 
 

Rarely:  
 
 

Never or 
almost 
never: 

#1. Do you participate actively in all (individual, pair, and group) 
activities and discussions?   

 
 10    9 

 
 8    7 

 
  6    5 

 
 4    3 

 
  2    0 
 

#2. Does your participation make a positive impact on getting tasks 
done and contribute positively to class discussions and activities?  

 

 10    9 

 

 8    7 

 

  6    5 

 

 4    3 

 

  2    0 

#3. Do you come on time and prepared to class? (Have you completed 
readings and/or activities assigned for each class, and studied for class?) 

 

 10    9 

 

 8    7 

 

  6    5 

 

 4    3 

 

  2    0 

#4. Do you have a good and respectful attitude toward your instructor 
and classmates?  Do you listen attentively to others?1  

 

 10    9 

 

 8    7 

 

  6    5 

 

 4    3 

 

  2    0 

#5. Do you attempt to express yourself in Spanish at all times? 

 

 

 10    9 

 

 8    7 

 

  6    5 

 

 4    3 

 

  2    0 

 
II. Instructor’s evaluation for class participation (This section is to be completed by the instructor) 
Your instructor will evaluate your participation according to the criteria for class participation above and, if necessary, 
will give you suggestions on how to improve your participation. Remember: You will be evaluated three times during 
the semester. 

 
Instructor’s Evaluation: 
Criteria:                                 Possible Points: 
#1                                          10        9        8        7        6        5        4        3        2        1        0 
#2                                           10        9        8        7        6        5        4        3        2        1        0 
#3                                           10        9        8        7        6        5        4        3        2        1        0 
#4                                           10        9        8        7        6        5        4        3        2        1        0 
#5                                          10        9        8        7        6        5        4        3        2        1        0 
Participation Grade: Total points ______ x 2= ________ /100 
Comments: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
__ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
____ 

                                                             
1 Some examples of disrespectful and/or distracted behavior are: using electronic devices during class time, engaging in side 
conversation with your classmates, speaking in English, sleeping or participating in any non-pertinent-to-the class activity, etc. 
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Symbols to Correct the First Draft of the Compositions. 
Spanish Language Program. University of Pittsburgh. 

 
GRAMMAR 
AA Adjective/noun agreement (includes gender and number). 
AC Accent wrong or missing. 
ADV Adverb wrong or needed. 
AGR Subject/verb agreement problem 
ATM Check aspect, tense, and mood. 
AP Personal ‘a’ required. 
ART 
CC 

Article wrong or missing. 
Copula choice (confusion of ser and estar) 

IMP Impersonal form required: includes passive or impersonal ‘se’. 
INF Infinitive needed. 
OP Object Pronoun wrong or missing. 
POS Possessive adjective wrong or missing. 
PREP Preposition wrong or missing. 
REL Relative Pronoun wrong; ‘que’ is missing. 
REF Reflexive Pronoun wrong or missing. 
SP Spelling error. 
SPN Subject Pronoun problem. 
VF Wrong conjugation 
WW Wrong word choice, vocabulary error. 
WO Word order is incorrect. 

 

STYLE 
 

ID 
 

Appropriate idiomatic expression required. (This is an error that is often the result of a literal translation 
from 

 INC Incomprehensible due to structure or vocabulary choice that makes it difficult to identify error – needs 
to be 

          NC Not clear. 
NL Not logical. 
PUNT Punctuation wrong or missing. 
REP Use pronoun to avoid repetition. 
RS Repetitive  word  or  structure;  the  sentence  should  be  reviewed  and  corrected  by  using  

synonyms  or 
 TR Transition is required to link ideas. 

CAP Lower (LC) or upper (UC) case needed. 
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How to type Spanish accents and symbols on your keyboard. 
Spanish Language Program. University of Pittsburgh 

 
When using Windows you MUST use the numeric 
keypad: (The NUMLOCK key must be turned on or 
the codes won’t work) 

 
á Hold down ALT and type 160 or 0225 
é Hold down ALT and type 130 or 0233 
í Hold down ALT and type 161 or 0237 
ó Hold down ALT and type 162 or 0243 
ú Hold down ALT and type 163 or 0250 

 

Á 
 

Hold down ALT 
 

and type 
 

0193   

É Hold down ALT and type 0201   
Í Hold down ALT and type 0205   
Ó Hold down ALT and type 0211   
Ú Hold down ALT and type 0218   
ü Hold down ALT and type 129 or 0252 
Ü Hold down ALT and type 154 or 0220 
ñ Hold down ALT and type 164 or 0241 
Ñ Hold down ALT and type 165 or 0209 
¿ Hold down ALT and type 168 or 0191 
¡ Hold down ALT and type 173 or 0161 

 
 Macintosh 

á 
é 
í 
ó 
ú 
Á 

Hold down Option and e           and type Hold 
down Option and e           and type Hold down 
Option and e           and type Hold down 
Option and e           and type Hold down 
Option and e           and type Hold down 
Option, e and Shift and type 

a e i 
o u a 

É 
Í 
Ó 
Ú 
ü 

Hold down Option, e and Shift and type 
Hold down Option, e and Shift and type Hold 
down Option, e and Shift and type Hold 
down Option, e and Shift and type Hold 
down Option and u          and type 

e 
i o u 
u 

Ü 
ñ 
Ñ 
¿ 
¡ 

Hold down Option and u, release and then hold down Shift 
Hold down Option and n and type   n Hold 
down Option, n and Shift and type   n Hold 
down Option and Shift and type / Hold 
down Option and type  1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

and type  u 

 
 


